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Windows come in different styles. When you shop around for replacement windows, the available
types and styles can be overwhelming. Selecting the right one can be daunting since your choice
can, figuratively speaking, make or break the look of your home. Here are the popular window
styles, with most of the advantages and disadvantages that go along with them.

Awning Windows

These windows are hinged at the top horizontal edge and open outward from the bottom. This style
is good at ventilating the room during poor weather. Since it can let the light in and still let you keep
your privacy, it is great for the bedroom and attic. However, since the screens are set on the inside,
the dust and dirt tend to fall on the room's floor.

Bay Windows

The combination of three windows projecting outward lets bay windows give a spacious look to the
room.  The amount of light they let in, the depth of space they give, and the multiple scenic view
they allow makes them ideal for kitchens, bedrooms, and family rooms. However, only the side
windows can be opened. They donâ€™t come with screens, so you have to look out for incoming pests.

Casement Windows

Casement windows are hinged along the vertical edge and open outwards using a crank, which
makes them easier to open or shut. They have the largest opening ventilation relative to the total
window opening. They are more airtight due to their tighter seal, which makes them great over the
sinks. However, casement hinges and hardware can get rusty and become defective over time. If
you want this kind of window, check out casement windows Louisville window replacement
companies offer.

Double Hung Windows

With double-hung windows, sashes slide vertically. Since you can open them from top, bottom, or
both, you can control and maximize ventilation in the room. They are great for offices, your kid's
bedroom, or the kitchen. However, double-hung windows Louisville KY window replacement
companies offer are less airtight than most other types of windows.

Picture Windows

Picture windows are large, single panel, flat windows designed to give unobstructed outdoor views.
They are great for rooms with a great outside view and where ventilation is not a problem With
picture windows you can maximize natural lighting, so they are practical window choices to have on
dark hallways and rooms. They are great if used in combination with patio doors and other window
styles like bay windows. The picture windows Louisville window replacement companies offer has
optional side lights. 
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For more details, search a windows Louisville and a windows Louisville KY in Google for related
information.
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